Phonak Accessories
Life is on
We are sensitive to the needs of everyone
who depends on our knowledge, ideas
and care. And by creatively challenging
the limits of technology we develop
innovations that help people hear,
understand and experience more of
life’s rich soundscapes.
Interact freely. Communicate
with confidence. Live without limit.
Life is on.

Phonak wireless accessories turn a myriad of
communication challenges into easily accessible
listening delight.
Ask your hearing care professional:

www.phonak.com
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Skype calls with friends overseas.
Setting the TV volume so the family
members don’t complain. Using the
mobile phone in a busy shopping
center. Appreciating every nuance of
a classic Beatles track. Video calls with
my new tablet PC. Not losing the plot
even when going to the kitchen for
more popcorn. Staying on course
when the navigation system says “take
the next left turn”. Changing settings
without others noticing. Taking a
hands-free call in the car. Keeping up
with the kids when playing video
games.

Get more out of your
hearing aid - accessorize!

Phonak ComPilot the smart 3-in-1 accessory

Phonak TVLink S the ideal TV experience

Phonak PilotOne clever simplicity

Phonak ComPilot is your perfect 3-in-1 companion,
offering true convenience, wireless freedom and the
reassurance of VoiceAlerts.

Phonak TV Link S is a dedicated TV solution.
Combined with the ComPilot it offers a terrific
listening experience.

The Phonak PilotOne focuses on the essentials when
it comes to discreet control over your hearing aids.

Wireless freedom
ComPilot provides easy wireless access to TVs, MP3
players and phones to name but a few. It guarantees
stable connectivity, best voice quality for phoning
and keeps hands free.
True convenience
The built-in remote control is designed for ease of
use with convenient program and volume changes.
VoiceAlerts
ComPilot is the first accessory to offer the benefit of
spoken alerts, making it easier than ever to interact
with your hearing aids.

The extremely fast transmission from your TV to
your hearing aids in stereo provides excellent sound
quality. Plus, its easy one-step set-up means that
the TVLinks S and ComPilot are ready to go in less
than 60 seconds!

Its simple award winning design makes it the most
user-friendly remote control ever.

